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In this talk, we explore: 

• The motivations for Kayne’s (1995) suggestion that head-final complementizers are 
derived from the inversion of an IP/TP complement into a specifier in the articulated C-
domain (Rizzi 1997). 

• The advantages of a phase-based theory for an explanation of the distribution and 
surface position of finite complements and WH-extraction. 

• An archeological view of parameters that traces the source of language variation 
engendered by functional architecture to the grammaticalisation of the core lexical 
categories into functional heads.  

I. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Core Functional Categories have the full argument structure [HP XP EA H YP], where H may 

be C, T, or v. H may, in principle, bear two (sets of) uninterpretable features: an 

uninterpretable feature-set and an uninterpretable EDGE-feature.  

B. Computation is in parallel, particularly for any syntactic object with an array involving an 

SO larger than a vP (i.e. IP, or CP) 

C. Only phases can External Merge (see also Rackowski and Richards 2004) 

D. A phase is CP or v*P, but not TP or a verbal phrase headed by H not entering into Case-

agreement checking. Therefore, neither finite TP nor unaccusative/passive verbal phrase is a 

phase. Phases headed by a CFC without full argument structure, i.e. an EDGE-feature, are 

weak, others are strong.  

E. Set-Merge necessarily implicates AGREE, which establishes a relation (agreement, Case-

checking) between an LI, a Probe, and a feature F, a Goal, in some restricted search space (its 

domain). Both Probe and Goal must be active for Agree to apply.  

F. The asymmetric operation of adjunction takes two objects B and A and forms the ordered 

pair <A, B>, A adjoined to B. Adjunction of A to B applies cyclically. B behaves throughout 

as if it were in a simple structure formed by set-Merge. In <A, B>, A is spelled out where B is. 

SIMPL, an optional component of TRANSFER/Spellout converts <A,B> to {A,B}, which is 

then ordered.  

G. Rizzi’s (1997) proposals for an articulated structure of the Complementizer Phrase: 

Force>Topic*>Int> Focus>Topic*>Fin 

II. The distribution of finite complement clauses (FCCs) 

• Complement-based approaches originate in Stowell’s Case Resistance Principle (1981:146) 
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predict that FCC extraposition is a consequence of the CRP in (1):  

1. Case may not be assigned to a category bearing a Case-assigning feature 

2.  a. raam-ne kahaa [ki  vo  aayegaa] 
Ram-ERG said that he come-FUT 
‘Ram said [that he would come].’ 

  b. *raam-ne ki  vo  aayegaa kahaa  

3. a. raam-ne kitaab   parhii 

Ram-ERG said  read-PERF 
‘Ram read the book.’ 

  b. raam-ne parhii kitaab    

• It is puzzling why CRP effects are variable across languages, viz., Bangla (Simpson & 

Bhattacharya 2003) in (4) and Meiteilon (Thangjam 2003) have two complementizers, one 

CRP-sensitive, and the other CRP-resistant. This correlates with two distinct surface 

positions for finite complements – FCCs headed by CRP-sensitive C0s are postverbal, and 

those headed by CRP-resistant C0s, surface in the canonical complement position.  

4. a. ora  [ke  aSbe    (bole)]  Sune-che 

they  [who  come-FUT.3  COMP]  hear-PST.3 

(i) ‘Who have they heard will come?’   [wide scope] 

(ii) ‘They have heard who will come’   [narrow scope] 

b. ora  Sune-che   [ke  aSbe] 

they  hear-PST.3 [who  come-FUT.3] 

(i) *‘Who have they heard will come?’  [wide scope] 

(ii) ‘They have heard who will come’   [narrow scope] 

• Complementizer-based approaches, due to Kayne (1995), seek to explain the distribution of 

final/initial complementizers via a generalised theory of phrase-structure that makes no 

reference to the predicate selecting the complement. This is problematic, as the choice and 

the distribution of complementizers and FCCs is dependent on the requirements of the 

embedding predicate, -- e.g., English whether, Marathi (Wali 1988) –te for factive 

complements, and mhanum/asa for propositional complements. 

III. A complementation based theory of complementizers: Barbiers (2000) 

5. CP complements do not form a uniform syntactic class. When a propositional CP occurs 
postverbally, it is a sister of the matrix V. Factive CPs are adjuncts predicated of an 
extended V projection.  

6. The true argument position of a verb with a factive CP (Spec,AgrOP) is taken by an 
empty pronoun that is interpreted as an element of the set denoted by the root of the 
verb. Thus, the factive interpretation of John said that Mary would call may be 
described as “John said it, that Mary would call.”   

7. Finite complementizers like that and dat are historically and synchronically 
demonstrative. [In]… propositional CPs, […] there is a pointer from the matrix event to 
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the embedded eventuality, i.e., the embedded eventuality does not exist in the domain 
of discourse before it is introduced by the matrix event. The relation C (V,IP) is a 
demonstrative relation between the matrix event denoted by V and the embedded 
eventuality denoted by IP. 

8. Barbier’s Generalisation 
(i) When a CP complement is postverbal, it has a clause-initial complementizer. 
(ii) When a CP complement is preverbal, it has a clause-final complementizer. 

II.1  Hindi   

• Hindi FCCs have a structure reminiscent of the English it-extraposed FCC (cf. 6), as in (7), 

althought yeh is optional in most contexts.  Its presence is correlated with a 

stronglyemphatic/assertive reading of the associated FCC.  

9. It seems that Ram will come 
I find it evident that Ram will goof up 

10. us-ne  yeh kahaa/socaa    [ki  raam aayegaa] 
he-ERG this said-PERF/think-PERF that Ram  come-FUT 
‘He said that Ram will come.’ 

• FCCs are in general islands for WH-extraction and scrambling, be they factive or 

propositional, with island effects most strongly manifested when yeh is present/ overt: 

11. siitaa  (yeh) jaantii hE  ki   kOn  aayegaa 

 Sita   this know is  that who will come 
 (i)  Sita knows who will come.    [narrow scope] 
(ii) *Who does Sita know will come?  [wide scope] 

12. a. vo   (yeh)  kEhtaa   hE   ki   raam yeh kitaab  laayegaa 
he-ERG this  said-IMPERF AUX-PRS that Ram  this book  bring-FUT 
‘He says that Ram will bring the book.’ 

b. ?* yeh kitaabi vo  yeh kEhtaa hE ki raam ti laayegaa 
c.  yeh kitaabi vo  kEhtaa hE ki raam ti laayegaa  

II.2  Malayalam 

• Malayalam CPs are preverbal, as predicted. Besides the S-FCC-V order, however, an FCC-S-

V surface order is possible, and even preferred:  

13. a.  raaman  puucaa-ye  konnu 
 Raman cat-ACC  killed  
 ‘Ram killed the cat.’   

b.  [[[raaman  siitaa-ye  konnu ennA]  riiTaa parañu ennA ] anup  parañu] 
Ram   Sita-ACC killed that  Rita said  that  Anup said 
`Anup said that Rita said that Raman killed Sita.’ 

• There is evidence for a factive/propositional distinction in Malayalam. Factive CPs are 

headed by ennAdA, propositional CPs are headed by ennA.  The ennAdA class consists of 

mostly Sanskritic bases transitivised/causativised by causative morphology, as well as (like 

English) predicates that subcategorize for either an NP or a CP complement.  
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14.  [raaman  pottan  aaNa  ennAdA]   siitaa-ykku manasilaa:yi 
Raman fool  BE  COMP-DEM Sita-DAT  understood  
‘Sita understood that Ram is a fool.’ 

• However, there is robust evidence that factive CPs are not adjuncts. As (20) shows, a factive 

CP is marked for accusative Case. 1 

15. [Raaman    sita-ye  kaanum  ennAd-ine]   raavanan edirttu 

[Raaman-NOM   Sita-ACC  will see  that-DEM-ACC]  Ranvanan opposed 

‘Ravana oppsed (the fact) that Ram will meet Sita’. 

• Both factive and propositional CPs are islands for WH- extraction and scrambling: 

16. [[[raaman  aare   konnu ennA] anup  parañu] 
Ram  who-ACC killed that Anup said 

(i)  Anup said who killed Sita.    [narrow scope] 
(ii) *Who did Anup say killed Sita?  [wide scope] 

17.  *[[[raaman  siitaa-ye  konnu ennA]  parañu ennA ]  riiTaa anup  parañu] 
Ram  Sita-ACC killed that  said  that   Rita Anup said 

`Anup said that Rita said that Raman killed Sita.’ 

II.3  Meiteilon 

• Meiteilon has two sets of complementizers, clause-initial, and clause-final, and Barbier’s 

generalisation is respected: the head-initial C0 – mAdudi – heads a postverbal FCC and the 

head-final C0– haybA—a preverbal C0.  

18. a. meri-nA   ngasi  jon  lak-e  haybA  khAngi     
Mary-NA  today  John  came  COMP  knows  
‘Mary knows that John came today.’ 

b. Ai-nA  khAlli  mAdudi  jon  oja   ni   
I-NA  know  COMPTHAT+DLT  ohn  teacher  COP2  
I know that John is a teacher 

• Chelliah (1997) and Singh (2000) identify haybA as the complementizer for factive 

complements and haynA as the one for propositional complements.  

19. nong  cu-gA-ni  hay-nA  Ai-nA thaZA-y 
rain  fall-POT-COP say-INSTR I-CNTR believe-NHYP 
I believe that it will rain. 

20.  [Rani-nA Tombi-dA  layrik pi-bA-si]    John-nA  phA-tt-A  hay-bA khAng-i 
`Rani  Tombi-LOC book give-NOM-HORT John   good-NEG-ASRT say-NOM know-NHYP 

 
1 The fact that the factive CP does not appear in canonical complement position follows from a general constraint in 

Malayalam that two XPs bearing the same Case cannot be linearly adjacent in the surface order. If the ennAda CP were to 

stay in its base position, its subject, bearing NOM case, and the matrix subject, also bearing NOM case, would be linearly 

adjacent, i.e. violate Distinctness, as proposed by Richards (2005), 
2 CNTR Contrastive   PERF Perfect    ASSRT Assertive   ATT  Attributive  

NOM  Nominaliser   NHYP  Nonhypothetical POT  Potential   PROG Progressive  

INSTR Instrumental   LOC Locative   HORT Hortative   NEG Negation   

DISTAL Distal Dem   EVID Evidential   DLMT Delimitative  OBL  Obligative  STILL Still 
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John knows that it is not good that Rani gave the book to Tombi. 

• However, the data is in fact far richer than what this simple binary opposition implies. As 

(21) shows, both may co-occur. As (22) shows, the haybA C0 may assume other forms: 

21. jon-nA    ta-re    [mAdudi   kAna  lak-kA-dA  ge   haybA  ] 
 john-NA  hear-PERF  COMPTHAT+DLT  who  come-POT-? OPT  COMP    

(i)‘John has heard who will come’    [narrow scope] 
(ii) *Who has John heard that will come?  [wide scope] 

22. A-hAl-du-nA   yen  hura-li  hay-bA-du/*hay-bA/*hay-nA Ay-nA u-y 
ATT-old-DISTAL-CNTR chicken steal-PROG say-NOM-DISTAL/*NOM/*INSTR  I-CNTR see-NHYP 
‘I saw the old man stealing the chicken’ 

II.4  Evidence from Sinhala 

• Like Malayalam, Sinhala CPs are preverbal, but both FCC-S-V and S-FCC-V orders surface, 

but wide scope of WH- is impossible in either order. There appears to be no distinction in 

the distribution of factive vs. propositional CPs.:  

23. a. Ranjit [kau da  aawe   kiyela] dannawa 
Ranjit  who Q  came-BE  COMP   know 

b. [kau da aawe kiyela]  Ranjit dannawa 
(i)  Ranjit knows who came.    [narrow scope] 
(ii) *Who did Ranjit know came?  [wide scope] 

IV. Hindi:  Some Observations, A Proposal & Two Analyses 

• Historically, the Hindi ki is an impostor, imported from Persian in the early 19th century. 

Before that, there is no evidence of anything like a complementizer in the Hindi heartland 

(Hans Heinrich Hock, p.c.). It is not the highest head in Rizzi’s split CP, as ki occurs as a 

component of other COMP-elements, force indicators (all of which clauses must be finite) 

jahaaNki, jabki (whereas), taaki (so that), kyuNki (because). Kidwai & Mathew (2005) argue 

that Hindi ki encodes only Finiteness and not Force, whereas the Malayalam ennA marks 

both Force and Finiteness. Or in other words, Hindi FCCs are FinPs, and are weak phases, 

whereas Malayalam ennA and Sinla kiyela FCCs are ForcePs, i.e. strong phases. 

• Proposal: Building on ideas in Dayal (1996) and Sinha (2000), we suggest that the yeh-ki 

structure of Hindi FCCs is of the form “I know THIS. Ram is coming” where the second 

sentence is interpreted as a restriction on the proximal demonstrative pronoun in the matrix. 

The structure introduction of the Demonstrative yeh (or possibly Dem+N, e.g. yeh baaT). 

Assuming Chomsky’s (2004) characterization of adjunction, the structure for such clauses 

we propose involves the pair-merge of the –ki clause as a restriction on yeh, a deictic without 

[person] features. On the surface, it is this yeh that we find displaced to the EDGE of the 

matrix vP.  
 

FinP          FinP 
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         ki Ram will come  

24.  

   Dem                vP  

 

     this   

Dem              v    

                 

      

this           ki Ram will come 

• This yields the order S—yeh FinP—V. however, this is not the usual word order in Hindi. 

This could be an instance of TH/EX of Chomsky (2001).  

25. TH/EX is an operation of the phonological component that applies at the level of 
unaccusative/passive) verbal phrases. It applies at weak phases  only. TH/EX moves the 
nominal rightward or leftward leaving a copy without  phonological features, prior to 
the next strong phase level.  

• Bare Finite Clauses: A Sample Derivation 

26. siitaa jaantii hE  ki  ramesh aayega 
 
 

            
vP      FinP 
 
 
 

Sita knows     FIN Ramesh will come 

• Dayal (1996): The merger happens at TP; Sinha (2000): The Bare FCC does not merge. A 

problem for both Sinha (2000) and Dayal (1996): a matrix QP can license a bound variable in 

the embedded subject, i.e. the attachment site of the CP cannot be too high: 

27. har  laRkai  kahta  hE  ki   uskiii bEhan  use pyaar  kartii  hE 
each  boy says is  FIN   his  sister  him love  does is 
Each boyi says that hisi sister loves him 

• Importantly, there is no evidence that the FCC in either type of complementation merges at 

different hierarchical positions. We suggest that a general principle operates here to force the 

merger of this yet-to-be connected SO in the strong phase in which it is introduced: 

28. All terms in the workspace must be reduced to a unique syntactic object by the time a 
strong phase is reached. 

• As the OS position appears to be generally available in Hindi (for scrambling, (long-

distance) agreement, etc.), it is safe to conclude that vP is always a strong phase in Hindi (i.e. 
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something always escapes the vP in Hindi). As a consequence, the FinP will always pair-

merge to the matrix by the time the first strong phase is reached. 

• Our proposals tie in with Dayal’s (1996) analysis of the Hindi scope-marking construction 

(SMC), which involves a WH-variant of yeh, and yields wide scope for embedded WH-: 

29. tum  kyaai jaante ho [FinPi  ki   kOn  aayegaa] 

you   what  know     Fin  who  will come  
Who do you know will come? 

• In fact, our proposal allows for the integration of hitherto unacknowledged facts in the 

Hindi SMC. For example, replying informatively to (29), necessitates a ‘yes’ answer as well, 

as a ‘no’ answer will tolerate only a narrow scope reading of the WH-.We suggest that 

position after the subject is the left edge of vP, with the result that speakers tie up an Yes/No 

answer with the SMC.  

30. haaN  mEN  jaanta huuN  [FinPi  ki  kOn/raam   aayegaa] 

yes,   I  know       that  who/Ram  will come  
yes, I know that ram  will come. 

II.2  Malayalam & Sinhala 

• According to Klamer (2000), quotative complementizers are ‘semantically bleached’ 

grammaticalised report verbs.  This bleaching involves a loss of argument structure and 

results in a lexical representation of the report verb as a predicate without an external 

argument. 

• In our view, the grammaticalisation of VSAY as a quotative complementizer implies 

detransitivisation in the direction of unaccusativisation, and it  is this property that motivates 

the inversion of the quotative’s complement into its specifier. Specifically, we (Kidwai & 

Mathew 2005) propose quotative complementizers in general to be ForcePs, which after 

assembly (in parallel) merge at the EDGE of a vP phase. Subsequent inversion of the 

quotative’s complement yield the head-final order. The surface order of Malayalam 

complements in (31) we analyse to imply the structure in (32): 

31. raaman  siitaa-ye  konnu  ennA  riiTaa  parañu  ennA  anup  ariñu 
Ram  Sita-ACC killed  that Rita said  that Anup knew 
Anup knew that Rita said that Raman killed Sita 
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32.               vP1 

 

     ForceP2     vP1 

 

   Ti                    C2  Anup knew 

 

vP2     T  say   ti     

            

ForceP3     vP2 

 

Raman Sita killed say   Rita said   

• With both sets of derivations, then, the EDGE of the matrix vP phase comes to be occupied 

by Spellout. The islandhood of these FCCs is straightforwardly predicted by the Phase 

Impenetrability Condition in (26). 

33. The PIC: In the structure [ ZP=PH1 ... Z... [HP=PH2 XP [H YP]]] 

Interpretation/evaluation/Spellout for PH1 is at PH2, where PH2 is a strong phase. 

The domain of H, for strong phase HP, is not accessible to operations at ZP, but only H 

and its edge (where edge is the residue outside of H ). 

• Turning to ennAdA clauses (cf., the licensing of ennAda appears to be contingent upon 

merger in  theta positions. Malayalam has a productive process of what traditional grammar 

calls nominalisation, which involves the set-Merge  of Dem virtually any maximal projection 

(barring perhaps a modal phrase). -ada in ennAda is then a Dem set- merged to a factive CP. 

Thus, while Barbiers may be on the right track in suggesting that factive CPs have a empty 

Dem position associated with them, the conclusion that this must be a strategy of 

resumption in the context of dislocation is hasty. Instead, we propose (34): 

34. A CP set-merged with (i.e. selected by) a demonstrative is assigned a factive 
interpretation. 

• In languages like English, that null D is merged in the canonical argument position, with the 

CP coming to be associated with the matrix clause  (as a left adjunct), as a result of the 

economy principle we propose in (28). Data like (35)-(36) provide support to this hypothesis, 

as they show that the null D may actually be overtly realized in certain contexts: 

35. That the rat is in the house, Mary could not doubt (it) for a minute. 

36. That the rat is in the house, who could possibly doubt (that)? 

V. Meiteilon: The Factive/Propositional Dichotomy Revisited 

• The Problem: The proposals and analyses above elide the factive vs. propositional 

EXTERNAL MERGE 

OF FORCEP3 

TP INVERSION 

EXTERNAL MERGE 

OF FORCEP2 
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complement distinction altogether. How then does Meiteilon, which wears this distinction 

on its lapel as it were, fit in? Though haybA and haynA FCCs behave similarly syntactically, 

they have differing morphological properties/requirements and distributions, as the data in 

(37) show: 

37.  Quotative Meaning of Quotative 

 haydAnA By saying so, then 

 haydunA Having said so, then Subject V-ed 

 haynA That 

 haybA That 

 haybAgi Regarding that which was said 

 haybAdA According to what Subject rightly says 

 haybAdAgi As a result of that which was said 

 haybAdu That 

 haybAnA Because of that being said 

 haybAninA Because it is thus said 

 haybAbu Although that is 

 haybAsi That 

 hayrAgA After saying that 

• While haybA can have a number of forms, haynA resists affixation. We suggest that these 

differences arise from a consequence of haybA’s ability to raise to specifiers in the CP 

domain, whose heads are the “affixes” found in (31). 

V.2 Licensing haybA  & haynA  

• It appears that Meiteilon allows only [+N] categories to be External Merged beyond the VP 

level. Nominals, adjectives and adverbs in the language are clearly derived categories. (38) 

provides a sample of derivational relations: 

38. cawV ‘be big’   cawbA N    A-cawbAADJ ‘big’ 

loyV ‘complete’       loy-nAv ‘completely’ 

• The –bA-nominalization is pervasive, and in the literature is usually cited simply as a 

nominalizer. However, we argue that this in fact is a  D that nominalises by simply adding a 

DP layer over a bound verbal root.  

• Another strategy available in Meiteilon for obtaining [+N] categories is the suffixation of the 

adverbial suffix [nA]. We suggest that the nA in haynA is this affix, which also appears on 

adjuncts, and interestingly, external arguments as well. As the nA suffix is an 

adverbial/adjectival suffix – with the feature [+N,+V], , it yields  not a DP but a [+N] 

category. This straightforwardly explains the impossibility of a factive interpretation of the 

haynA clause – it is not a CP set-merged with a Dem. 

• Thus, the only difference between Malayalam, Sinhala, and Meiteilon is then the step of bA-

nominalisation, which merges the factive haybA-CP with its selecting Dem-layer, before its 
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External merge to the EDGE of vP.  Prior to this, the steps outlined are (putatively) universal 

for languages whose Force complementizer is derived from the verb say. A haynA clause 

lacks this additional step.  

V.2 The C domain:  deriving the differences between haybA  & haynA  

• An important fact about Meiteilon is that it does not encode time reference through tense 

distinctions, i.e. it appears to lack a TP layer altogether.   Time reference appears to be 

encoded only through mood and aspectual distinctions. This lack of TP has distinct 

consequences, we believe, for the nature of the heads available in the C domain. 

• Rather than FinP, Meiteilon has MoodP. We suggest MoodP is the lowest head in the CP 

projection of Meiteilon., which we propose is (39): 

39.  TOPIC=DEMONSTRATIVE  
 
   
    (m)adu/asi FOCUS 
 

   di   MOOD          
             
        MOOD 
 

 

These heads are accessed by other nominalised projections, as well, suggesting that, verb-

raising cannot target heads beyond MoodP in the articulated CP: 

40. [Rani-nA Tombi-dA  layrik pi-bA-si]    John-nA  phA-tt-A  hay-bA khAng-i 
`Rani  Tombi-LOC book give-NOM-HORT John   good-NEG-ASRT say-NOM know-NHYP 
John knows that it is not good that Rani gave the book to Tombi. 

41.  [Tomba-bu ka-du-dAgi  cAt-hAn-khi-bA-du]   Ay-nA-ni 
Tomba-PAT room-DISTAL-ABL  go-OBL-STILL-NOM-DISTAL  I-NA-COP 
I am the one that caused Tomba to leave the room. 

• This suggests that the heads higher than MoodP can be targeted only by nominal 

Nonhypothetical declarative -I 

Assertive declarative -e 

Imperative -u 

Prohibitive -nu 

Optative/Desiderative -ke 

Supplicative/Hortative -si 

Permissive -sAnu 

Interrogative -lA 

Obligative -tA 

Compulsive -hAn 

Adapted from Chelliah (1997) 
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projections. Raised factive CPs are imbued with varying degrees of prepositional force, as 

can be seen from the following adaptation of Chelliah’s summary below:  

 

Complementizer Gloss Meaning/use 

V-pA V-NOM Eyewitness, habitual, generic 

V-pA-si V-NOM-DEM Generally known, existent state 

V-pA-du V-NOM-DEM Generally known 

hay-bA-du Say-NOM-DEM Eyewitness, Claim for sufficient evidence to 
infer future event/state 

hay-bA-si Say-NOM-DEM Assertion 

hay-nA Say- Guess/belief/hearsay 

hay-bA Say-NOM inferential 

Adapted from Chelliah 

(1997) 

• mAdudi clauses, we argue, actually have the structure in (42), where the haybA clause is 

merged at the edge of vP, and the madu and di are the heads in the CP layer. This clause, not 

being nominalised, cannot merge at the EDGE of vP, and by the economy principle in ()  is 

pair-merged with the vP. 

42.  jon-nA  ta-re  [TopP mAdu [FocP di [vP kAna  lak-kA-dA  ge   haybA ]]] 
  john-NA hear-PERF that  FOC who  come-LOC OPT  say-D    

VI. Conclusion 

We believe that the analysis we offer bears upon the following questions that the theory is 

asking at the present moment: 

• Which heads constitute the locus of parametric variation? Functional (the “cartography” work post-

Pollock) or lexical heads (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004)?  

Parametric variation is a property of lexical, not functional heads. In cases, where the 

locus appears to be a functional head, this is because the functional head is a 

grammaticalised lexical head. 

• How pervasive are the effects of “parametric choices”?  

The effects of “parametric choices” are local, in that they derive from properties of 

lexical (grammaticalised or otherwise) heads, and do not yield globally disjoint sets of 

structural descriptions for any two languages. 
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